
Case Study 

JP Morgan Chase Renewal 

We were engaged by JP Morgan Chase bank to provide leverage for an upcoming renewal 

and significant downsize at their downtown Boise branch.  The bank, like most these days, 

was facing the new realities of internet banking, which translates to smaller branch locations, 

even in their downtown flagship location.   

Prior to our involvement, building ownership had presented a renewal offer.  They included a 

few comps, claiming they dictated a significant rent increase.  The offer also declined JPMC’s 

request for a lease with significantly less square footage. 

At this point, the bank came to us for a strategy. 

After reviewing the proposal and comps, we were unimpressed with what appeared to be 

sharp demands but very little detail on the comparable deals.  Terms included top-of-market 

NNN rents, a 10-year term, and no refurbishment allowance after 20 years of occupancy. Only 

two comparable transactions were included as basis for these terms.  One was a deal the 

same landlord had structured for an unrepresented bank, and the other was for a bank that 

also had over 40,000 SF of office space, a drive through, an attached parking garage, and 

naming rights.  Included in the owner’s set of comps were multiple retail leases, pad site 

deals, and other non-pertinent data.  
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QUICK SUMMARY

CHALLENGE

Convincing a building owner to meet our client’s need for a flexible, rightsized 

lease and appropriate financial terms. 

SOLUTION

 We gathered prolific data on various comparable properties, charting how they 

differed from our property. We met with the building owner and presented a 

compelling argument for better terms.

RESULT

Our client was able to avoid rents appropriate for more desirable and practical 

locations. They came away with an agreeable lease rate and flexible renewal 

options, among other concessions.



At the time, JPMC was paying rents well below the presented number in a gross rent 

structure with no pass through expenses, and they wanted to keep the new terms as close to 

those as possible. They also needed to give back the 11,000 SF upstairs.  The harsh 

conditions in the proposed terms had the local office concerned corporate would shutter the 

branch completely. 

The first step was to gather accurate, comparable data for JPMC’s site, the presented comp 

sites, and any other lease comps we could find.  Searching rent rolls and making phone calls 

to brokers, managers, and appraisers garnered the details we needed for comparable bank 

leases downtown.  While not always easy to gather, by being persistent we were able to 

cobble together specific lease data to use in our analysis.  We have always felt that general 

market data might be good for general market reports, but when working on a specific 

transaction, it is always best to have detailed, pertinent data to make your case.   

The next step was to set forth the details of these comparables and chart how they were 

better or worse than the subject property.  We physically inspected each location and 

counted the lineal store-front presence each had yes, we literally paced off the window 

lines!  We also checked whether each location had metered street parking in front of the 

branch.  Then we determined if each had an attached garage and whether it was owned by 

the city, the building’s owner, or another private party.  We also documented the amount of 

building signage and any other street presence, such as an ATM.  Finally, we ran traffic counts 

for the various intersections. 

As part of our counter-offer proposal, we set forth each of these comparables along with the 

above details in a spreadsheet format.   It was apparent that JPMC’s current location was 

positioned well below the other sites in nearly all of the desirable details.  We had the 

smallest lineal store-front, no metered parking stalls, no ATM and no drive through. Our 

building offered no shared amenities of any sort.  An attached parking structure was not 

controlled by our owner and the traffic counts were only slightly above average.  We did have 

top-of-building signage, but JPMC knew that would go away with the downsize.   Also 

included in the spreadsheet was an acceptable relocation option just down the street. 

Once these details were laid out, we submitted the counter proposal with terms that reflected 

the inferior features of our location along with a narrative describing the impact of internet 

banking on the branch footprint.  This was followed up by a face to face meeting between the 

owner’s broker, TRA, and the JPMC real estate team.  We presented a compelling argument 

and were rewarded with significant movement in our direction when the landlord finally 

countered.  While agreeing to a lower rent and smaller space, the landlord insisted on a 

lengthy term and only one 10-year option to renew.  We countered with the need for 

flexibility and a shorter term along with short term fixed options as part of the new banking 



model.  The landlord needed something in return, and in the end we relinquished top-of-

building signage for the right to install blade signs at street level if we ever desired.   

The net effect for the client was a market rental rate with a five-year gross rent savings of 

$200,000 from what was originally presented, a healthy refurbishment allowance, the 

flexibility of a five-year term with two five-year options to renew, and, of course, we were able 

to relinquish the excess space on the 2nd floor.  The landlord kept a good tenant in a tough to 

re-lease space and retained building naming rights for a future 2nd floor tenant.   In the end, 

meticulous research and a thorough process turned an unpalatable renewal offer into a great 

package for our client.   


